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State Teachers College, Moorhead, Minn., December 19, 1950

MS Guards Ordered To Active
Duty; Will Report January 16
RUDY ('.FITS LAST MINUTE SPOTS by sorority sisters, left to right, Jo Ann
Aasland. Joan Evenstad, Shirley Thyse, and Carol Melby. Later Rudolph, to
fulfill the Red Nose' epithet, got a bright red bulb on his proboscis. Tacked
to an MS bulletin board, he carried the plea that students follow his lead to
the sorority-sponsored all-college Christmas formal. The ball will be tihe wind
up event in tonight's Christmas fete which begins with the traditional Euterpe
concert in Weld auditorium.—Fargo Forum photo.
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Arnhalt, Larson Solo

Dodds; Cpls. Elmer Erdmann, Stennerson; Pfcs. Ralph WithCarl Olson, Fred Allen, Charles nell, Donald Sannes, and Wil
Samuelson, and Richard Unger- liam Westlie.
echt; Pfcs. Joseph Drummond,
Pfc. Westlie is in the DL com
Harold Knudtson, John Lavely, pany. Sgt. 1-C Erickson is foot
Orlow Nokken, Dewey Possehl, ball coach at Bemidji STC. The
Donald Souers, and Edsel Wick- others are members of Company
lund;
II.
Pvts. Gerald Bolger, Theodore
Guards now or formerly con
Nemzek, and Wilbur Peterson; nected with MS make up almost
and recruit Roger Johnson. Ex half of Company H's 80 - man
cept for Cpl. Ungerecht, who is force.
a member of the heavy mortar
Eight of the MS students are
company at Detroit Lakes, the
seniors, two juniors, five sopho
students are all members of
mores, and two freshmen.
Moorhead's guard Company H,
Pfc. Wicklund and Cpl. Olson
Second Battalion, 136th infantry
Celestial Concerts All Unite, Lambs
are sons of MSTC custodians
of
the
47th
division.
May Safely Graze and Sleep, Holy
Capt. Don Anderson, campus Antone Wicklund and Daniel Ol
Babe.
school health, physical educa son.
Marilyn Johnson, Janice Leverson,
Several MSTC students from
LaVonn Le Page, Glorrayne Olson,
tion, and recreation instructor, is
Lois Swift, and Louise Torrey will
intelligence officer of Company other companies in the state and
sing How Greatly Thou Art Glorified
many more alumni have un
H.
and Beneath a Southern Sky.
Former MS students called doubtedly been included in the
The full chorus continues with Gesu
Bambino, Rise Up Early, Carol of the from Moorhead and Detroit call. The 34 names above were
Sheep Bells, Go Tell It On the Moun companies include 2nd Lts. Ri the only ones available at time
tain, In Excelsis Deo, and Handel's chard Ryan and William Drum of publication.
Pastoral Symphony.
The 47 Division will train at
mond; Sgts. 1-C. H. J. (Jolly)
A Joyous Christmas Song and Lul Erickson and John Garrett; Sgt. Camp Rucker, near Ozark, Ala.
laby on Christmas, two Norwegian
Between now and Jan. 16, the
Lester Nelson;
carols, will be sung by a trio, Jeanne
Cpls. Darrell Bjornson, Ed guard training periods will be
Larson, Margaret Samuelson and Em
ward Bosworth, William Grosz, intensified; three drill sessions a
ily Siguardson. The entire chorus will
follow with Come Unto Him.
Curtis Hovey, Clarence Logue, week have been scheduled in
An ensemble consisting of Devonne Arnold Narverud, and Robert stead of the regular one a week.

Seventeen students, one fa
culty member and 16 men who
formerly attended MSTC will
report Jan. 16 for active duty in
the armed forces as part of the
47th division of the national
guard, called to action by Pre
sident Truman in last Friday's
emergency declaration.
The students are Sgt. Andrew

Euterpe Opens Holiday Fete
Euterpe, MS all-girl chorus, will be
gin tonight's Christmas festivities with
its annual Christmas concert at 8 in
Weld auditorium.
Euterpe's concert will be followed
by the Christmas formal in the big
gym.
The concert, directed by Miss
Maude Wenck, will feature soloists

*

+

*

Donata Arnhalt and Eunice Larson,
accompanied by Mary Rumreich at
the piano, and organist Margery John
son, flutist Janet Larson, clarinetist
Margaret Samuelson.
Two carols, O Holy Night and Si
lent Night, sung by the entire chorus,
will lead off the program. Other
hymns by the chorus include Let their

*

*

*

Central Park Gates Swing Open
Tonight at Nine for Christmas Ball
An estimated several hundred stu
dents and faculty members of MSTC
will dance in "Central Park" to the
music of Francis Colby's orchestra to
night when the annual sorority-spon
sored Christmas formal is held in the
big gym.
"Christmas in Central Park," theme
for the dance, is being carried out
through the use of decorated Christ
mas trees, park benches, snow men
and Santa Claus traveling in his
sleigh.
The decorations committee, headed
by Joan Evenstad, will put the finish
ing touches on the scene this after
noon in preparation for the opening
of the park gates at 9 tonight.
The dance follows the Euterpe
chorus program.
Guest tickets for the ball are on
sale in the office of Miss Frances
Dillon, dean of women. Students will
be admitted to the dance on presenta
tion of their activity tickets.
Committees, with chairmen listed
first, are decorations—Miss Evenstad,
Willette Christopherson, Carol Melby,
Dorothy Morrow, Shirley Thyse, Mar
garet Edman, Lois Bjornson, and

School Closes Thursday
Classes end at MSTC at 4-00 p. m.
Thursday, Dec. 21 as the college of
ficially closes for Christmas vacation,
and do not resume until 8:00 a. m.
Monday, Jan. 8.
Absences tomorrow and Thursday;
and Monday and Tuesday, Jan. 8-9,
will count as double cuts.
Publication date of the next MiSTiC
will be Tuesday, Jan. 16.

Vespers Set Thursday
All-college vesper services have
been scheduled for 7 a. m. Thursday,
Dec. 21 in Weld auditorium.
The program features carol singing,
the reading of the Christmas story,
and trumpet and vocal solos.
Donna Gastonguay and David Hagen are in charge of program arrange
ments; LuBell Garber and David
Lake, publicity.

Bertha Olerud;
Refreshments — Francis Ramstad,
Florence McMillan, Eunice Larson,
Carolyn Weston, and Gloria Puckett;
Publicity—Donna Riveland, Delores
Meier, Alda Jorve, Jacquelyn Rood,
Donna Rutkowski, Jewel Ann Odegard, Vonnie Beahl, and Beverly
Kopveiler;
Cleanup — Mario Powers, Jo Ann
Hemmelgarn, Mary Ann Phillipp,
Veryl Brattland, Maxine Will, Maura
Lamb, Marjean Wellman, Peggy Pariseau, and Shirley Shelstad.
Donna Gastonguay is in charge of
orchestra arrangements.

Engel, La Donna Gordon, Pat Jensen,
Pat Kingsley, Beverly Kraulik, Amie
Kruse, Glorrayne Olson, Donna Rut
kowski, Beverly Solvie, and Shirley
Wollertson will sing Holy Child and

Old French Christmas.

Decorations for the concert are by
Nek Johnson of the MSTC ait de
partment. Ushers are Verna Aos,
Elaine Andera, Yvonne Beahl, Arleen
Forseth, Bonnie Nylander and Jac
quelyn Rood.

Sororities Hold Christmas Parties
Three sorority Christmas parties are
being held this week as the Christ
mas social season at MSTC draws to
a close.
Pi Mu Phi and Psi Delta Kappa
held parties last night and Beta Chi
has set its party for tomorrow night.
The Pi Mu Phi party was held
especially for the sorority's patron
esses.
Committees were food — Y'vonne
Beahl and Donata Arnhalt; entertain
ment—Arlene Williams, Marjean Wellman and Rosella Zimmerman; cleanup — Katherine Sagmoen and Joyce
Jones; decorations — Florence McMil
lan and Willette Christopherson.
Members and patronesses of the
sorority brought children's gifts,
which were sent to the children's
home in Fargo.
Theme for the Psi Deka Kappa
party was " 'T was the Night Before
Christmas."
Committees for the occasion include
lunch — Monica Bridgeford, Shirley
Thyse, Margaret Edman and Delores
Meier; entertainment — Joyce Hemmestvedt, Delores Anderson, and
Maxine Will.
New members and pledges will act
as hostesses for the Beta Chi Christ-

mas party, which begins at 7:30 to
morrow night in the sorority room.
Hostesses will be Judy Znerold,
Y'vonne Svendson, Mary Lou Manney,
Dorothy Archer, Patricia Jenson, Shir
ley Smith and Mary Lou Johnston.

Girls Hold Christmas Party
Girls in Wheeler and Comstock
dormitories learned the identity of
their secret sisters last night, when
they opened their gifts at the Christ
mas party in Comstock parlor.
Plans for the party, sponsored by
the Women's Dormitory association,
were begun several weeks ago, when
dorm residents drew names and be
gan doing favors for their secret sis
ters.
Arlene Williams, dormitory social
chairman, was in charge of the event.
Committees, with chairman listed first
are refreshments—Veryl Brattland, LaDonna Gordon, Yvonne McLean, Pat

Kingsley and Sally Wilson;
Entertainment — Muriel Thomson,
Helen Olson, Jessie Struble, Laurine
Miller and Carolyn Leverson.
BETA CHI INITIATES
Beta Chi sorority initiated four new
members Dec. 7. Initiates were Mary
Lou Johnston, Judy Znerold, Mary
Lou Manney, and Patricia Jenson.
GAMS INITIATE
Gamma Nu social sorority initiated
Carol Melby, Dorothy Morrow, and
Jacqueline Rood at its meeting last
Tuesday.

KDP Banquet Held
Kappa Delta Pi education fraternity
held its annual Christmas banquet at
6:30 last night in the East room of
the Gardner hotel.
The program included Christmas
oarok led by Miss Maude Wenck of
the MSTC music department, a
Christmas reading by Jacqueline
Sjpugh, and solos by Eunice Larson
and Donata Arnhalt.
Charles Samuelson acted as toastmaster for the banquet. The general
committee included Samuelson, GorARTISTS HONOR OLSON
Art club members honored Helen
Olson, 1950 homecoming queen, at
their annual Christmas party last
Thursday.
Gifts made by the members were
exchanged.
Committees for the party were de
corations and general arrangementsMaurice Wilson, Norman Bursheim,
and Maynard Dehlin; refreshmentsIrene Zvirbulis.

SIGNING AN AUTOGRAPH BOOK for Japanese educator, Koichi Masuda,
left, Dr. O. W. Snarr, right, laid open the facilities of the college to Masuda's
inspection when he toured the campus last Tuesday. Masuda is one of a party
of Japanese educators surveying the American educational setup. See story
on page four.—Moorhead Daily News photo.

Merry Christmas - Happy New Year!

•editorial

flak•

Good All-college Play Each Quarter
Could Put MS Back on Dramatic Feet
Of course, there is always the question of available
tulent. But neither the AC or Concordia finds this a deter
rent to using the talent they do have on a good production.
quantities. Hie setting was perhap- the best that s been
In sonic cases the final product could have been severely
done here.
critcizcd, but at least the aim was high. The one thing
Yet with the freshman plav. MS took another step
\.m can never override, no matter what the talent, is trite
downward from the place it held in the pust as a lender
lines and cliche ridden plots.
in dramatics among the colleges in this area.
Besides, there are mariV fresh and original plays, both
It w-as a mattes of wasting good material and hard
contemporary and classical, that one could pick to fit the
particular talent situation.
work on a plav that wasn't worth the effort. (See more
complete review in peasant s progress.)
But we have no reason to believe that MS has less
talent and enthusiasm than the other colleges in the city,
And when you compare the three fairly good plays
MS has had in the Vast three years (The Late George Apley. anyway.
A more important consideration to us would be the
The Winslotc Boy. The Male Animal!, to the three top
tradition of having, the first quarter each year, a playnotchers put on in one year at the AC or Concordia, you
cast entirely from freshmen.
see whv our reputation in dramatics has slipped.
The original idea behind this tradition was that fresh
At Concordia, Ibsen's Pillars of Society and Sheridan's
men would be thus stimulated toward trying out and getSchool For Scatulal were two of the three a11-college plays
tins; into dramatic endeavor; that in this w-ay, MS would
prevented both put on last year. At the AC. Shaw s
not only have this drawing card from high school seniors,
landula and Ibsen's Peer Gyni wire staged, each as one
but would promote the dramatic reputation of the college
af their three yearly all-college plays.
as a whole.
Why has MS found it impossible to produce one
But that is not what the freshman play has achieved
qunhtv plus each quarter? Some years ago, »imi MS was
in recent voars—because the choice of the play seemed
indisputably the leader in dramatics in the inter-city
always to Lave prompted by the attitude, "make it funny,
rivalry , its production of Hamlet was acclaimed as the
something they can do."
best play ever put on at MS. Good plays can be produced.
Which would be of more value to
freshmen: to struggle with a poor
play by themselves, or have a part
in a really good play which mixes
them with their upperclassmen? From
the standpoint both of adjustment to
college Kfe and worth to the individ
During pre-registration the week before last, we became convinced that
manv students, not just the few we had heard sounding off before, were handi
ual freshman actor, the second would
seem more satisfactory.
capped by the at tempt to clear an hour in the morning for choir practice;
Of course, special encouragement to
Especially from students who work part time outside the college came the
freshmen to try out for the all-college
complaint, "I just can't fill my mornings anymore. Hardly anything is given at
plays would have to be made if the
ten o'clock." And if von try to pry yourself into the student center or the library
freshman plav were discontinued; the
at ten, you'll notice a congestion that strains the facilities of both places.
freshman class could also sponsor
convos devoted to dramatics; and
Perhaps this B port of the reason for the noisy library question which has
dramatics organizations on campus
received space in recent MiSTiCs. At least it might account for one hour's
could help to get freshmen interested
noise-it's hard to keep any place quiet, no-matter how restrained the people
in the field. If MS is to regain its
in the room are, when they- sit as many and as closely together as they do at
leadership in dramatics, three good
that hour of the day.
all-college plays a year seems to be
There is also a principle involved somewhere: it is not fair to sacrifice
the first requirement.
the welfare of the entire group for the benefit of a minority.
CHECK IN EQUIPMENT
And we realize that it is definitely a benefit to the choir to be able to
have practice during the day so that athletes connected with football or
Students having lockers and towels
boskctikill during the year can belong to choir and do not have to choose
charged against them in the physical
between them as they had to do when choir practice was scheduled at four.
education building, and who do not
This pokcv was put into effect beginning this year along with the idea
plan to use them during the winter
of a continuous year's program niapped out at the very outset to assist seniors
quarter, should check them in by 4
in planning out their last year. The new class schedules seem to be an im
p. m. tomorrow.
pressment as rrgurds conflicts, dos (-tailing, and other aspects, but there are
Failure to check in equipment will
several reasons for questioning the ten o'clock open hour for choir.
result in locker and towel charges
But
w h a t for the winter quarter.
would be wrong
svith trying to Going Christmas Shopping?
clear an hour in
Has anyone ever stopped to think, while staring at
the early after
the stained gloss windows in Weld auditorium during
noon, say at one?
ctmvo, that the motto of the windows, "Self Sacrifice.
This would give
By PAT OLNESS
Scfvke, and Undying Loyalty," follows the communist
working students
Time's-a-wastin'! With only four
party tine, rather than democratic ideals?
their morning
skiimv shopping days until Xmas re
Tsk tak. Maybe someone should assure the outside
classes, choir its
maining, it's time for all MSTC stu
world that what they really IIKUII is "Self Realization,
athletes, and stu
dents to get on the ball.
Hard Work, and Free Enterprise." It would probuhly stave
dents in general
To help out the last minutes shop
off an FBI investigation or something.
a pleasantly elon
pers, here are a few suggestions as to
gated (and con
There's one thing in our favor, tftough: there isn't
what's new in the line of Xmas gad
tinuous) n o o n
• single bit of red in the whole picture.
gets, weeded out of advertisements
hour.
Arc we safe?
in current magazines.
For vour best girl there's a tricky
MS Faculty Members Attend Education Meets gadget
called a "Kisstimer." Accord
ing to the ad "once the news gets
Dr. Byron D. Murray, head of the sities and colleges in five midwest em
around that she wears this pinned to
held at the University's Center for
upper division®. and Giaydon D. Robher lapel, her telephone will get ner
Continuation Studv.
bins, director of professional divisions,
vous hiccups from overwork." In case
Counseling
problems,
methods
of
attended the 21st annual conference
you're behind the times the Kisstimer
student government, and aims of var
on li.gh.-r education at the University
has an hourglass attached to a pair
ious
residential
counseling
systems
of Minnesota Dec. 8.
of lips. The timeT limits the length
wire discussed.
Delegates from mure than 30 mid- states were present for the meeting,
of the clinch, sines the sands of time
western colleges and school systems
run out in 20 seconds.
met to discuss significant new deve
The number one man in your life
Eid P u b l i s h e s P o e m
lopments in teacher education. Topics
should rate a pair of "Personality
included selection of teachers, current
Pants." These sharp shorts feature the
'To the Sun," a poem written by
criticisms of modern education and
original HoUywooa wolf leering from
the supply of and demand for teach
Luella Eid has been published in the
behind a lamp post at Hollywood and
ers.
Annual Anthology- of College Poetry.
Vine.
• • •
The anthology is a compilation of
For fellow number two how about
Mary Jane Anfinson. resident dir
the "Clipmaster" to "trim toenails the
poetry written by college men and
ector af women's dormitories, and
professional way" priced amazingly
women of America, representing all
Thomas E. Smith, director of men's
low at 32.99?
sections
of
the
country.
dormitories, attended a three-day
And what could be more suitable
course, Nov. 20-22. on residential
SENIORS TO MEET
for the third man than a zither?
counseling at the University of Min
To make baby sitter the envy of the
nesota.
MSTC's senior class will meet at
diaper crowd there's a carriage robe
Directors of dormitories at univer 10 a. m. tomorrow in room 105-6.

The dctaib were all taken care of. The hoped-for ta
lent ihowed tbrlf, at least once or twice, in surprising

Afternoon Chorus Hour
Would Benefit Everyone

7?
rrpilnltd Iron D»c«mb#r 1930 iiius otjEiquirt
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"It's nice, but I had in mind
some sort of pension plan"

Khaki, Lipstick Supply, Mice Help
Complicate War For Women
By GWEN JOHNSON
"Say, Mary-have you heard the
news? Women are being drafted!
"Oh, no-khaki goes just terrible
with my complexion."
"Wed, I know one thing-I'm not
going to be a foot soldier. I've already
written my draft board, that I want
to be a general or nothing.'
"Some people have been making
simply awful remarks about women
soldiers. One goon said we were in a
state of mass hysteria. He thinks
there's bound to be peace because
women will confuse things so it will
be impossible to fight."
"I heard that hand to hand fight
ing has already started between a
force of U. S. women and a force of
Russian women over in Lower Sk)bbovia."
"Yes, and what a battle! 200
casualties carried out with broken
fingernails! It was marvelous. Scream

ing, scratching, biting, kicking fem
ales—I went right down to enlist after
I heard about it. I don't want to miss
out on any fun."
"What makes me mad is the low,
sneaking manner in which those Reds
fight. They let out a whole box of
mice—right in the middle of our lines.
That really was mass hysteria! And
then they sabotaged a vital shipment
of makeup and the troops couldn't go
out for two days."
"Did you read about Jane's medal?
It was so touching it made me cry—
for bravery above and beyond the
call of duty. She fixed a tank with a
hairpin, while under a steady bar
rage of snowballs."
"Hey, look! I was just about to give
my post office box its annual dust
ing, when—Ohh, it's from the draft
board!
now, should I wear my
blue blouse with the .
or the
pink outfit, or

Are Mottos Safe?

Gifts for Sweethearts, Brother, Dogs Listed

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

Shotwell
Floral Company
FACE DVO

Your Credit is OK

Leo

Johnson Furniture Company

Visit our Record Department
Complete Stock of Victor, Decca, Colombia, MGM and other
name brand records

THE WESTERN MiSTiC

with ermine tails. She'll drool over
this gift. Cheap too—about $35.
For kid brother there's a pile of
stuff. An operating oil derrick or an
atomic energy lab "for young nuclear
physicists" at $50. The latter replaces
the traditional chemical set which
cartoons picture as smelling up the
joint—this new attraction merely blows
the place up.
Start his education early with a
pocket size Monte Carlo roulette
wheel "as exciting as the real thing,"
a playroom professional pool table at
$159.50 or the "bookie" of the month,
a subscription to "Racing Forms."
Other handy gadgets your pals will
go mad over come Yuletide include
an unborn calfskin rug, branded with
their own initials, a foot warmer for
only $34.50, or a Canasta shuffler
at $4.95.
A boiled egg opener, a woven palm
leaf cracker carrier hand made by
Indians (not the Cleveland variety),
or a 24 carat gold plated anvil are all
handy to have around the house.
Besides these shoppers' specials
there are the "Home Butcher Block"
and the handy "Tooth Garage." The
latter is for parking false teeth in and
comes complete engraved with either
Mom or "Pop" to prevent embar
rassing mixups.
For the nature lovers there are

"Ching and Ling"—a couple of pedi
greed silkworms, plus a batch of mul
berry leaves for starting up in the
stocking business. This, together with
the "Humdinger Hummingbird Hav
en" (a midget-size bird feeder) are
sure to go over in a big way.
There are all sorts of things for
your canine pals. For putting on the
dog there are snappy collars for
"Him" and "Her." For the glamour
pup there's "Nosegay," a chic cluster
of velvet posies on pink felt, and for
her butchy swain, there's "Two Gun,"
featuring gold pistols on brown felt
(or green-depending on the color of
his eyes.)
There are also the "Cocktail Col
lars, complete with sequins. Your pet
might not ask for a martini when rig
ged out in one of these getups, but
he may be drunk with his own eleg
ance.
There's also a Pet Autorest, an
aluminum box that clamps on the
back of a car seat. Complete with a
quilted white satin pillow, it can be
bought for a mere 15 fish (un-Concordia-ized fish, of course).
This magnificent array of exotic
gifts must have given you some ideas.
Me— I m going out an buy my usual
bunch of polka dot neckties and a
couple of stacks of handkerchiefs.

MODEL LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
Dial 7578

. . .
633-35 t f . IP Avenue
FARGO, NORTH DAKm-A

By Helping George, Eighth Grade Helps Child
Gob to See
Itself to Enjoyment, Practical Knowledge Meaning in Yule Season
By JOAN EVENSTAD
Would you like to meet George?
George is a thirteen year old father
less child who lives with his crippled
mother, three brothers and a sister.
His father was killed by the rebel
farces following the war so the family
lives on the wages t>f George's older
brother (which amounts to about $30
a month).
You see, George Kapetanakis is a
Greek war orphan.
I first "met" George when I visited
Miss Solem's eighth grade class at
the campus school, for he is their
adopted ohild. They adopted him in
September through the Foster Par
ent's Pkun for War Children. Since
then the children have completed the
"adoption" process and are now send
ing their child fifteen dollars a month
to see that lie gets food and clothing
from the Plan warehouse in Greece,
plus necessary medical cane, instruc
tion in the religion of his birth, and
free attendance in school.
To supplement this his mother is
given, through the Plan, a small
monthly cash grant of seven dollars
toward George's home needs.
In addition to the fifteen dollars
monthly the class is planning to pack
a special Christmas box for George.
Following this, they hope to be able
to get off a special box each month.
They are also building a reserve
fund to be able to send their monthly
contributions to George even during
the summer months.
This story unfolded and took on
more meaning as each of the students
in room 204 contributed a part to
the overall story. Their enthusiasm
was catching and as I listened intent
ly I couldn't help noticing that each
student acted as though this war
orphan was his or her personal charge
and the welfare of George depended
entirely on the things he or she was
able to do for him.
The interest in a foster child began
when Doris Janzen, campus high
school senior, gave a report to the
class following her trip to France.
Later a bulletin was sent out to all
class rooms explaining the plan of
foster parents and urging all groups
interest to contact their New York
office.
This eighth grade class was the
only group on campus to respond to
the call for aid when they sent in
their request for a thirteen year old
boy. They received the reply com
plete with a pioture and information
about their specific child. From this
they learned that George was a boy
who had interests and problems simi
lar to theirs.
His life had been much different,
however, in that he had lost a loved

one. Still, his dark eyes had not lost
their sparkle.
His interests are much the same as
those of any other boy in that he
enjoys reading and playing all types
of active games.
These eighth graders treasure the
picture they have of George for at
the time being it is the only actual
link they 'have with him until letters
can be exchanged. Present members
of the class explained they will write
individual letters and these will be
condensed into one as (hey are allow
ed to write only one letter a month.
This letter writing problem posed
a difficult obstacle but the students
are tackling it with much the same
zeal that they are busy working out
mathematical problems involving 72

Ballard Isolationists See
Independence Coming
B y CHARLES MAHAN
Independence day is approaching
for Ballard hall residents.
The men felt smug about moving
into the new dormitory last spring.
They bragged about the modern build
ing (fireproof, too!) and the new
equipment.
Ballardites laughed as they compar
ed their new residence to the fox
hole. It was like moving across the
tracks to the side where people had
curtains. Yes, the men were pleased.
Then came the furniture for the six
floor lounges — tables, chairs, settees,
and big hiandiome ash trays. Ballard
began to look like a fancy club to
the residents.
Next came equipment for the main
lounge. A piano, radio-phonograph,
ohaises, footrests, lounge chairs, set
tees, flower boxes, lamps, and tre
mendous curtains began to fill it up.
A rug, itself comfortable enough for
a sit-down party, covered the floor.
The fellows took in visitors, had
open house—people heard about the
place and didn't believe it.
Remarks were floating around.
"You guys found a home." "You
never had it so good." "I wouldn't go
down town if I had a place like this
to live in."
Life was becoming more and more
independent for Ballardites, and less
and less of a task. A guy still had
to go downstreet, though, for laundry,
a candy bar, a game of ping pong,
and for some incidental stuff.
Hardly had the above lament been
made when ping-pong tables, a coke
machine and candy bars, along with
the necessary furniture, were installed
in the basement lounge. A fellow

ewicU could 6M
'Light' Wants Ditchdigging Co urse
By PATSIE
With exams over and Xmas vaca
tion pending the whole atmosphere
around the college has lightened.
Everyone has completely recovered
except the boy who traded his curly
locks in for a crew cut last week. He
is flat on his back on a desk with a
bulbless lamp on his chest muttering
over and over, "I am the light of the
world."
I asked him what he is going to
do during vacation and he said he is
going to be lit up like an Xmas tree
with bubblelights and a star on the
top.
As far as making New Year's re
solutions is concerned, I know a girl
who has hers plastered on all four
walls already. You can't even make
out the turtles in the wallpaper. As
for me, I'm tackling my resolutions
on the ceiling. As long as I spend

inch boxes and 22 pounds of clothing
By DAVID GOB
at 14 cents a pound.
"You mean, Mr. Gob, that everyone doesn't have a Christmas?" She was
a very little girl and her large brown eyes were widened with innocent hopeThe class is also learning a great
deal about the business end of —f ulness.
the operation when they purchase and
"Well, see, little one, at times the adult world goes astray and then their
send their money orders to the New
Christmas is filled with unavailing grief; maybe because thev do not look at
York plan office.
the world through the eyes of children. I'm sure if they did they would not
All in all, the experience seems to
allow the white snow to be stained with blood nor their people to be broken
be a great one for the students as
in spirit. They wouldn't want little children to wander unfriended through
well as being beneficial to George.
wastes of desolated lands; nor would they allow the faces of smiling fields to
As the students frown and worry
tremble and die under hurricanes of fire."
about the money end of it and just
"But don't they realize what Christmas means?"
what to put into their special boxes,
"No, they don't see the angels long enough, honey. Perhaps the)- see and
they learn.
feel their presence for a short time, but the time is very short and the sense
But as Miss Solem puts it, "We
dwindles by degrees into small rivulets; and then passes off to a sort of mode
are not trying to do something won
rate sense and finally is lost in the vortex of humanity. If the world could see
derful, we are just doing our duty.
We hope others may be helped to the angels at all times; indeed it would be a wonderful place!"
"What exactly is Christmas, Mr. Gob?"
doing their duty by following our
example."
"Why baby, the birth of Christmas is the striking of the bass keys of a.
migbty organ. And with the striking of these first notes all the mutterings of
tlie dead and the moaning of ghosts and all the blended voices of doomed
men cease. Then the brotherhood of earth people gather around a huge moun
tain in' answer to the summons of the mightv organ.
And in the chilled hands of the winter's evening they lift their bowed
heads heavenward to see bluish white flecks drift slowly down on feathered
wings from the stars above and come to earth upon the mountain-top.
hardly had to leave except for an
All the people stand silent and awed in the night and they feel stirred
occasional meal or a class. With all
inside themselves. If one would listen olosely he could hear a huge sob mount
these things installed, the gentlemen
ing, mounting, from inside as if it were to leap out at any moment in a
from Ballard had it made.
More is to come, though. Three thunderous surface escape. All the angels in Heaven are gathered on the
mountain-top and the whole sky is lightened by a strange misty light.
washing machines, a clothes drier,
ironing boards and irons all are on
The angels begin their singing then, and the whole world and sky seem
their way. Now the dorm men had
to erupt in a crescendo of the most glorious voices ever heard by anyone alive.
everything, they thought. But wait- Such delicate music, so solid, so warm, makes up the loveliest chorus one
information received tells them to ex
could hear in a lifetime.
pect a hot plate for each of the kit
And when this magnificent concert is over and the mountain-top is
chenettes on the six floors.
blackened against the sky; all the people are possessed by this divine music
That's independence, isn't it?
and become happy and powerless children as if caught in a* strong grasp."
Well, I just got word that equip
"Then there is "Peace on Earth?"
ment for a miniature golf course is
, "Sure, and the people return to their homes humbled inside themselves
being set up in Ballard basement.
Now the men are wondering if
and filled with a divine radiance."
there isn't some way to take their
"And everyone has a Meny Christmas?"
courses by correspondence. It's a long
"Uh huh
just as we wish everyone right now. Have a very Mcrfy
walk to MacLean hall.
Christmas!"

most of my time in bed anyhow, I
can gaze at my "resolves" without
getting a kink in the neck.
"The light of the world" refuses to
return to this college until a course
in ditchdigging is offered. Education
classes point out a need to fulfill the
needs of the individual so he is sure
ditchdigging will be given a page in
the little white book soon. The way
he has it figured out, they will include
it in Humanities — something like
"Ditchdigging in Old Rome by the
Side of the Salisbury Cathedral." The
cathedral part is there to see that he
gets a really well-rounded education.
Ah, yes, vacation is seting in and
I see no sad and gloomy faces.
I shall go home, tack up my re
solutions and concentrate completely
for eighteen days so that I can come
back to school with them deeply im
printed in my head.

Get A s , W o r k i n g o r S h i r k i n g , - F o l l o w L i s t
B y BORIS TODEATH
Having stood wide-eyed, watching
other students attain high scholastic
ratings through devious means, I fin
ally caught on and made a study
of their actions, wrote them down on
paper, and now I try to adhere to this
list as closely as possible. Knowing
that other beginning students may
find themselves in the same back
seat, I deem it my duty as a human
itarian to pass on this list for mutual
application.
While in class, look alert! Take
notes eagerly. If you look at your
watch, don't stare at it unbelieving
and shake it.
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Nod frequently and murmur, "How
true!" To the instructor it seems quite
objective, although to you it may
seem exaggerated.
Bring the instructor clippings deal
ing with his subject. It demonstrates
fiery interest and gives him timely
items to mention to the class. If you
can't find clippings pertinent to his
subject, bring in any clippings at
random. The professor think every
thing is pertinent to his subject.
Sit in front, near him. (Applies
only if you intend to stay awake.) If
you're going to all the trouble of
making an impression, you may as
well let him know who you are,
especially in a large class.
Laugh at his jokes. You can tell if
he has told one. If he looks up from
his notes and smiles expectantly, it's
the cue for hilarity, he has told a
joke.
Ask for outside reading. You don't
have to read it, just ask for it.
If vou must sleep, arrange to be
called at the end of the hour. It
creates an unfavorable impression if
the rest of the class has left and you
sit there alone dozing.
Be sure the book you are reading
looks like the assigned books for the

Jack Powers
Member

Pissocioled Golle&ole Press

Moorhead, Minnesota
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cations, holidays, and testing periods
at Moorhead, Minnesota, by Moorbead State Teachers college. Sub
scription price to students is Included
in student activity tee (50c a quar
ter). In the case of paid-up Alumni
association members, subscription is
included in the membership tee (one
half of $2 yearly dues). All other
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cents a single copy. Entered as sec
ond class matter May 3. 1925, at post
office, Moorhead, Minnesota, under
act of March 3, 1879.
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course. If you do history in math
class and math in history class, iratch
the books for size and color.
Ask any questions you think he can
answer. Conversely, avoid announcing
that you have found the answer to a
question he could not answer, and in
your younger brother's second grade
reader at that!
Call attention to his writing or ex
tracurricular activities. It creates an
exquisitely pleasant experience con
nected with you. If you know he has
written a book or an article, ask in
class if he wrote it.
Ignoring integrity, you probably
could add a few to this list, but this
is a good start, at least until Dr.
Somebody gets wise. As to whether
or not you care to do some work in
addition to all this, well, it's con
troversial and up to the individual

Moorhead, Minn.
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Japanese Educator Tours MS As Part
Of National Trip; Says We Study More
"Students in Japanese colleges are
not yet able to study for themselves
as are American students—they si till
rely completely on what the professor
teaches. I think the American stu
dents are studying by themselves.
Such was the opinion of Koichi
Masuda. Dean of Kobe University in
Japan, who visited the MS campus
fast Tuesday.
He said American students had ac
cess to reference materials and general
library facilities in their colleges far
superior to that of Japanese colleges.
Masuda is one of a group of lead
ing Japanese educators invited by the
American government to come to this
country to survey the American edu
cational setup and take back to Japan
recommendations for bettering their
school system.
The group of educators is divided
among teachers, administrators, and
professors, each with a specific por
tion of the curriculum to survey.
Masuda's special project is a com
parison between Japanese and Amer
ican techniques in vocational guid
ance. A professor in education and
psychology, he has figured promin
ently in Japan's vocational guidance
movement since 1920.
The vocational guidance movement
is far more progressive in America
than in Japan. "I am sorry," he com
mented "that in our schools, despite
thirtv years of work, vocational guid
ance is not fully established."
The main reason for this lack of
effectiveness in the Japanese setup
stems from the fact that in Japan
education is given to pupils in blocks.
"That is," explained Masuda, "from
kindergarten to college all student s
take the same courses regardless of
their occupational preferences—a se
vere form of what you call 'general
education'."
The average Japanese student, how-

ever, especially in the colleges, wel
comes the newer type of education
and prefers it to the old. The most
difficuk factor to overcome in affect
ing the change is the several centur
ies of tradition which have built up
an inviolable pattern for doing things.
Masuda believes that the Japanese
people felt it necessary for the UN
to defend South Korea against the
Communist invasion. As for Commun
ism as a power in Japanese politics,
Masuda said "Japan does not like
such an extreme sort of government.
The people feel disgust and fear to
ward communism."
A good feeling exists between die
Japanese and the American occupa
tion armies—"they do not force any
thing on the Japanese people."
Japanese youth have been studying
democracy in the schools for many
years, but these few years beside the
hundreds of years when there was no
democratic thinking in Japan are not
enough to dispel completely the con
fusion of the Japanese.
"We Japanese cannot understand
democracy yet. We have always had
to bow, accepting the fact that we
weie to be oppressed by power.
"All at once, the emperor becomes
a very intimate being to us. I think
the cinperor was in former days far
from us."
Masuda has been on tour since
October, visiting many high schools
and several colleges and universities,
including the Universities of Pa.,
Colo., Ia., Minn.; and Northwestern.
Next on his tour wiU be the high
schools, colleges, and universities of
Ohio, Texas, and California.
•
"I am enjoying myself very much
on the present tour," Masuda said,
smiling, "It was my great delight to
see and talk with American profes
sors, teachers, and administrators. We
Japanese study American science, li
terature, and in general, American

culture. I have long known of these
affairs in books. It was my great joy
to see conditions as they really are."
Masuda was about to leave to ob
serve a social studies class taking its
final exam. Then he turned. ' One
more point," he added. "I came to
this country to see first hand the
American culture. I would be so
happy if I could teU about Japanese
culture to you Americans, if it would
help the understanding between the
two nations."
Kobe universitV is Japan's largest
coUege; the city ranks first among
Japanese seaports.
When the university officials after
the last war were advised by an Edu
cation commission from the United
States on what to do to improve their
curriculum, one of the things the
university undertook was the writing
of a catalogue. They used several
American college catalogues as mo
dels, including MSTC's Bulletin.
A copy of the completed Kobe
catalogue in Japanese script is avail
able in the MS library.

By RUSS TALL
There is an athlete at MSTC who
was chosen on an all-state basketball
team in North Dakota last year and
once scored 73 points in a single
game, but didn't even go out for Roy
Domek's varsity squad here.
The 73-point total is pretty spec
tacular. But it is not hard to under
stand about not trying out for the
team. The athlete's name is Catherine
Shirek, and it seems girls just don't
try out for college varsities.
Catherine, a tall, freckle-faced girl
from Gardner, N. D., only came here

Post lntra-colle$e Mail in Correct Slot

PLACEMENT MEETING HELD
AH two - year elementary students
who will graduate at the end of the
winter or spring quarters met in Weld
auditorium last Wednesday to fill out
placement forms.
Degree seniors wiU meet shortly
after Christmas.
DRACONETTKS PLAN GAMES
MSTC's Dragonettes, girls' basketbaU team, has scheduled games with
NDAC and Concordia.
Squad veterans are Marlys Bautz,

Marilyn Berg, Joyce Jones, Eva Nel
son, Helen Olson, Mario Powers, and
Gladys Scheer. Additional members
will be chosen from the Women's
Athletic association.
GIRLS' BASKETBALL SET
Girls' intramural basketball will be
gin immediately after Christmas vaca
tion with games scheduled for 7 to 9
p. in. on the second and fourth Wed
nesdays of each month.
The sport, sponsored by the Wo
men's Major-Minor club, will include
six on-campus and several off-campus
teams.
Teams wiU be coached by MajorMinor club members. Girls working
for the national refereeing test will
referee the games.

Copyright 1950 by ESQUIRE, Inc.

"Hello Ed, I'd like you to meet a friend of mine from Concordia."

All-State Basketball Flash Outscores
Mikan, But Can't Get on MS Team

fatten K
"All intra-college mail and notes
for students or faculty must be posted
only in the slot marked "Intra-college
Mail," announced Mrs. Donna Stine,
supervisor of the MS post office.
Intra-college material has been
found by the Moorheud post office
in the regular U. S. mail Dags. From
now on, this mail will be sent to the
duad letter office.
The intra-college slot is on the
door to the left of the post office
counter. The slot to the right of the
counter is for outgoing mail only.

R«prinl*d from Juno 1950 iliue of ESQUIRE

Smith, dormitory director for Bal
lard, was placed on the committee by
amendment of the Ballard council's
constitution.
Jere Cooper, Robert Hartkopf, and
Charles Mohan were selected for a
publicity committee at the same meeting.
OWLS TO PIN
Members of the Owl fraternity will
meet in the Owl roost at 7 p. m.,
Tuesday, Dec. 19, at a formal pinning
oeremony for members initiated last
year.
Plans for the annual fraternity
smoker, to be held after Christmas,
will also be discussed. Andy Dodds
is chairman of smoker arrangements.

to get a minimum elementary teach
ing degree, but she brought along a
basketball reputation which stamps
her as possibly the best girl eager to
come out of that state.
The Gardner flash played six years
of high school basketball. She spark
ed her team to the state tournament
the last three yeaTS, and topped it off
by winning the crown last year.

When Catherine graduated, her
team was still rolling along on a win
ning streak which hadn't been broken
in two years. Catherine was coasting
along with a 30-point average per
game until she really broke loose
against Wheatland last year.
It was a high-scoring contest, with
Gardner trying for consecutive win
No. 23. Catherine's mates fed her and
when it was over, she had poured in
33 field goals and 8 free throws as
Gardner won, 88-75.
The United Press Wire service pick
ed up the story and the Minneapolis
Morning Tribune came out with a
story comparing her with the fabulous
George Mi kan, though at the same
time insinuating that according to
high-point totals, Mikan was a piker!
When you ask Catherine how tall
she is, she'll stammer a bit and tell
you 5-10}. You probably won't be

lieve it. She looks all of six feet.
Catherine's a pretty modest person,
despite her fabulous basketball career.
There is a lot about her you won't
find out by asking her
So you'll have to consult her buddy,
Gerry Linstaedt, another Gardner
flash. Gerry played six years of bas
ketball at Gardner high too, and did
n't do so badly herself. She ran up
32 points one game and ended with
an average of 18 in her senior year.
(Incidentally, Gerry's the accordion
player you clapped back for two en
cores at the freshman talent show.
She gives accordion lessons downtown,
under the guidance of Phil Rito.)
So the Gardner terrors are looking
for some basketball competition at
Dragonville. Their opinion of the
school is "Why don't they start bas
ketball sooner?"
You can bet there will be one
pretty good intramural girls' team
here this winter. The North Dakotans
have a victory string to keep intact.
The trouble is, they actually don't
know how many in a row they have
won now.
"It was 39 last year and it must
have been about 30 the year lx?fore."
Well, 69 would be a pretty good
plact to start.

MELBERG PRINTING CO., Inc.
715 1st Ave. S.

Moorhead, Minn.
Dial 3-1391

CREWS HEADS JUDGES
Ralph Crews was elected president
of the Ballard hall judiciary commit
tee at a meeting held December 7.
Other officers elected are Hubert
Anderson, counselor, DeWayne Sundby and Dan Larson, representatives;
and T. Edison Smith.
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Christmas Tourney on Holiday Agenda; Touring Dragons Edged
In Three Close Games
Manitoba, St. Cloud Follow in January
Future MS basketball includes an
agenda of five games before the next
MiSTiC reports. The first games to be
held will be a series called the Christ
mas Holiday tournament Friday and
Saturday, Dec. 29 and 30. The tour
nament was won last year by the
Dragons when they beat NDAC in
the first game and turned back Con
cordia 60-55 in the finals; a fitting
tribute to their being the intra-city
champions.
This year, NDAC is not entered in
the tournament, being replaced by
Bemidji State Teachers college, the
only undefeated team in the Minne
sota Teachers college conference and
the only college basketball team in the
state with a perfect record, outside of
Hamline.
The four teams are MSTC, Con
cordia, Mayville and Bemidji. Bemidji
has beaten Mayville 71-47, Mayville
topping Concordia 75-74, and Con
cordia has beaten MSTC 69-46, and
Valley City Teachers 81-71 and Be-

midji has beaten Valley City Teachers
"4-54. These scores add up to Beroidji's being favored in the tourna
ment.
We know what Concordia has; at
least we have a good pasting to prove
how good their marksmanship is. Be
midji Teachers is considered the dark
horse in the Minnesota Teachers col
lege conference. They have their scor
ing almost equally divided among
Dick Lawrence, former Minnesota U
football star;| Erwin St. John, former
Bemidji high school center; Keith
Mooney, and Hub Hovland. In addi
tion, Bobby Dahms, of whom great
things were expected this year, has
not yet started to click.
Mayville Teachers gave the tough
Bemidji Beavers a tough time until
the second half. Bemidji led Mayville
33-26 at the half but then spurted
away to a 71-47 final score. Bill
Brower is a scoring mainstay with
the rest of the team contributing
about on an equal par in scoring.

'Flying Fish' Outclass Dragons;
Cobber Offense, Defense Shine
Herring Tech's "fish" became the
flying variety Dec. 11, leaving behind
them a disillusioned MSTC. The Cob
bers took the Dragons to the races
and gave a lesson in shooting and de
fense that brought the final total to
69-46.
The Cobbers were the underdogs
because the MS boys had given
NDAC such a hard time by leading
in that game till the last 3 minutes.
Concordia went to NDAC to show
them what their 4235 shooting meant
and came out on the short end of a
67-36 lacing that brought the Cob
bers just seven field goals.
Going into the MS game, the Cob
bers had evidently eaten what they
were supposed to for they shot at a
terrific 42% in the game, and in the
first half shot a 48% average.
Putting on a fast shifting man to
man defense that was likened to a
zone defense, the Cobbers held the
Crimson and White at bay the whole
(game as they took a first quarter
lead of 21-10 and a half time lead
of 35-23.

A fascinating aspect of the game
was the fact that Domek's fast break
was out fast broken by the school of
fish. Ken Severud, a 6 ft. 5', played
a sterling game, as a tough rebounder
and the top scorer of the game with
22 points. Ken is easily one of the
best of the basketeers in Fargo-Moorhead circles.
Freshman Bob Roysland, putting
forth 14 points toward the cause,
turned in a fine floor game for MS
and was the only Dragon able to
manage more than two baskets off
the stingy Cobber defense.
Coach Roy Domek searched his
bench thoroughly in trying to find a
combination that could score with a
little consistency.
This factor t of free substitution by
Domek in his effort to find a working
quintet plus Christianson's effort to
give experience to his team was join
ed with the calling of 54 fouls and
MS's inability ,to hit the hoop. All of
which made the game a ragged per
formance.

Sioux Outshoot MS 85- 57
MS's bid in the game was in her
aggressiveness and even this cannot
overcome everything. You need the
ball to score. If spirit were the only
thing that won games, MS should
have 'had an undefeated season. Un
fortunately, that isn't the case.
Vic Purcell was high point man for
the Dragons with 12 points. This
hardly tells the story, for Vic always
plays a strong floor game and is a
good rebounder. The Sioux game was
no exception.
The first half showed NDU scoring
on 12 of 13 free throw attempts
while MS was connecting on 6 of 13.
Pete Simonson led all scorers with
a total of 19 points, including 6 field
goals and 7 free throws. Fritz Engel,
the sure—fire long shot, netted 7 set

North Dakota university's Sioux
proved themselves hot shots on of
fense as well as defense sharpies in
banging the Dragons 82-57 Dec. 8.
Shooting at a percentage that amazed
the sports writers, the Sioux made
easy work of polishing off the Dra
gons.
MS was no match for tall, rangy
NDU. The Dragons were unaible to
get rebounds and thus limited on the
number of shots they could take.
Besides controlling the rebounds,
the Sioux kept the MS gang way out
on the floor. Fritz Engel, a terrific
set shot artist, played defense against
Bob Roysland, MS's accurate set shoot
er, holding the freshman to just a few
shots at the hoop and three points,
about the number of shots he took.

Next Jan. 6, Manitoba university
comes to Dragonville to test the
Domek fast break. MS has a bright
outlook for this game, for Manitoba
was recently bested by Mayville
Teachers, 60-53. Over—optimism is
bad, but if given a chance, MS could
start breaking the ice and begin doling
out the punishment she is able to
as in the season opener against NDAC.
Two days later, a journeying Gran
ite City team, St. Cloud, will feature
Kenny Novak, all conference forward
and holder of a St. Cloud Teachers
conference record of 322 points scor
ed last year.
Except for captain Dick Banks, the
List year's starting five is complete.
They won 17 and lost 5 last year;
including 11 of their first 12 games.
This year they have beaten St.
John's in the neighboring Minnesota
college conference but have also lost
to Gustavus Adolphus, a challenger
for the conference title.
Come Jan. 12, the Dragons return
the honor and journey up to the land
of Beaver tails and Paul Bunvans to
try their best to knock the Bemidji
Skinners from the Minnesota Teachers
conference race.

ATHLETIC
Supplies, See our representative

With Shooting, Domek Fast Break
The up and down Wahpeton Sci
ence Wildcats, in town for a two
game series with Concordia and MS,
went back to Wahpeton with two
more losses on their record. They
were turned back by the Dragons in
the second game, 63-46, and lost to
the Cobbers in their initial tilt, 81-54.
Trailing the W ildcats going into
the second half, the Dragons showed
the sharp shooting that they are cap
able of, along with the Domek fast
break.
With the opening tip off in the
first quarter, MS jumped to a 5-0
lead in the first minute, including 2
field goals. The way was rough after
that, for MS didn't get another field
goal until there were less than 2
minutes remaining in the quarter.
The Wildcats tied the score at 8-8
and then proceeded to open a 10
point lead that they kept until half
time when the scoreboard showed a
31-21 lead by Wahpeton.
An aggressive Dragon squad came
back in the second half, took the tip
off and went for a basket. It was no
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SAVE on Greyhound's low one-way
fares AND SAVE AGAIN—10% or more
each way— on Round Trip
Minneapolis
Sr. Paul
Chicago
Grand Forks
Petroit I.akus
Fer$?us Falls
Si. ("loud
Valley City
Jamestown
«
Bismarck

"

(Hours)
Monday-Thursday
7:30 a. m. to 10 p. m.

SPORTLAND

longer a game after this play for MS
completely controlled the affair bv
stealing the ball and befuddling the
subdued Wildcats.
Captain Ken Johnson led the scor
ing for the Dragons with 15 points,
geting ten of them in the second
half. Wallv LaRose led the losers with
18 points.
The Dragons led 34-33 after just
4 minutes in the third quarter and
led 40-34 two minutes later. That, bv
a process of mathematics, happens to
be scoring 19 points to the opposi
tion's three in a matter of minutes.

cr "v

Hilly Peterson
in Ballard Hall

Gerry Muckenhirn had 16 and 14
points respectively.
Huron College, the defending South
Dakota intercollegiate conference bas
ketball champions, forced a win from
the Dragons in the closely fought
game 61-59.
The loss, second in two nights for
the Dragons and also by two points,
was due to the difference in number
of free tluows sunk. The Dragon's
outscored Huron from the field, 2423.
The game was tied frequently. The
half time score showed 26-26. With
four minutes remaining. Huron gained
a seven point lead that MS was un
able to overcome. Johnson led his
team in storing with 14 points, his
freshman brother adding nine points.
Hedstrom and Bob Roysland added
13 and 11 points respectively.
The Huron attack consisted of a
brother act also. The I'renck-rgast
twin brothers, Tom and Harry, with
Jim Priem made up the scoring spear
head. Priem was top scorer with 14
jxrints.
The Valley City Vikings overcame
a Dragon first quarter lead of 20-17
to hang the invaders 79-72 at the
final whistle.
Leading in the first quarter, the
Dragons succumbed to a roaring Vik
ing team that formed—the first half
lead to 41-34.
Calloway and Price, Price and Gal
loway, MS will remember those two.
Thev racked up 57 counters together
as they used their height to the limit.
Galloway led the attack with 34
points with Price bringing up the
rear with 23 points.
Hedstrom, trying to stop the big
boys, accumulated four fouls in the
first half, from which point he was
used very sparingly with his finally
fouling out when he was used.
Roysland, and Captain Ken John
son headed the Dragons with Roys
land. 21 and Johnson. 17.
The Dragons cagers polled a "MerriweU" ana closed the gap to six
points in the final period but were
unable to get any closer.

Dragon Comeback Beats Scientists

ALL I ASK,'SANTA, IS ONE
DELICIOUS DINNER A WEEK
AT . . .

For all those . . .

The importance of one field goal
was impressed upon the MSTC Dra
gons on their recent road trip when
they dropped three games, two of
them by a margin of two points.
Ellendale nipped the Dragons BO
SS. Huron, S. D. edged the Dragons
61-59 and Valley City with Bill Cal
loway and Bob Price paced the team
to a 79-72 victory.
The Ellendale Normal and Indus
trial college started the MS road trip
off wTong. The Dusties came from be
hind in the first half to build up an
eight point lead with five minutes
remaining, only to have the Dragons
rally for a tie. Ellendale then went
ahead with a long set shot 20 seconds
before the end of the game.
MS had quarter leads of 17-13 and
an advantage of 30-27 in the first
half. The third quarter brought the
reckoning, the Dusties picking up a
34-32 lead in the third quarter.
Carl Hedstrom with 14 points led
the Dragons' scoring and tied the
game at 58 all. Kenny Johnson added
12 points to the total and brother
Jimmy added 11 points.
Ellendale's Ed Muckenhirn and

(Kitchen closes at 7:30 p. m. —
Self service after that.)

On#
Way

Round
Trip

4.00
4.25
11.40
1.50
1.05
1.25
3.85
1.15
1.75
3.75

7.20
7.65
20.55
2.70
1.90
O 'V,
0.95
2.10
3.15
6.75

On#
Way
Alexandria
Wail,mi a
Staples
I As Angeles
San Francisco
Crookslon
Winnipeg
Seattle
iHiluth
liraliierd

(U. S. Tax Extra)

full details TODAY

Sunday Closed
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04 10
M

1.00

5.70
32.70
3.35
3.00

4.50
300
4.35
01.40
00.50
2.70
10.30
53.50
9.65
5.441

visit or phone:

GREYHOUND TERMINAL
Fargo, North Dakota

Friday—7:30 a. m. to 7 p. m.
Saturday—11. a. m. to 7 p. m.

2.00
2.40

Trip

fU. S. Tax Extra)

•Good for 6 months (180 days).
Get

2.."in
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mchaney, foster outdid parts;
large cast needed for 'salome
by jim rosenberg
in the two weeks since the last
paper a number of things have gone
by. i didn't get a chance to say anytiling about "our miss brooks." con
sidering what they had to work with,
they really did an excellent job. al
though i still maintain that it was a
childish play, far from the level of a
good college production, it demons
trated that there is a lot of talent in
the freshman class.
in the one moment when pot mc
haney quoted from "lost horizon," for
instance, she showed that she posses
ses much more than is required to
act a little high school girl who must
fight to overcome the power of the
daughter of the school board pres
ident.
and joan foster, as miss brooks, out
did the part, actually, i think that the
talent that was shown in the play
would even be better in something
that demands more.
mauriee Wilson's modern setting for
"miss brooks" was equally a contrast
to the play, i keep wondering if the
play was worth it. it was a beautiful
setting, but i almost think it was
wasted, of course, if it weren't for
the acting and the set and things like

that, there might have been nothing
to hold it up.
the next term looks especially good
for plays and stuff, alpha psi's plans
for presenting oscar wilde's "salome"
are shaping up. right after the Christ
mas vacation they are planning allcollege tryouts. alpha psi urges any
one interested to be sure to try out.
it has a large cast, and anyone inter
ested in the production end might
contact paul pfeilsticker. it promises
to be quite an experiment, and suc
cessful or not, it seems that it's a step
in the right direction. •
also, the little country theater at
the a. c. is going to present rostand's
"cyrano de bergerac" sometime next
term, it, also is an ambitious under
taking, but considering what they did
with "antigone"' a couple of weeks
ago, they can probably do it. that was
a good example of just what can be
done with simple lighting and a simple
setting, the acting was all that was
necessary.
the next concert slated on the concordia artist's course is due the night
of jan. 12. miss frances yeend, a lyric
soprano who has sung with the phil
spitalny "hour of charm" orchestra

and has made guest appearances with
the new york philharmonic, is sched
uled to sing.
it looks like the new term has
more to offer than a relief from the
last one.
in spite of the fact that the band
concert was the night before exams
began, the gigantic audience was not
unusual, some of the older band mem
bers will remember mcgarrity turn
ing around after gazing on the audi
ence and whispering, "don't worry—
we outnumber them two to one."

Masquers Pick Morrow to Head
Annual MS-AC Masquerade
Alda Jorve, Mary Ann Phillipp, and
Eugenie St. John.
Votapka.
The ball provides a portion of the
funds for the annual Masquer trip
to see a Minneapolis stage play.

Dragon Masquers, local dramatics
club, selected Dorothy Morrow gen
eral chairman for the annual MSTCNDAC masquerade ball, to be 'held
Friday, Jan. 26.
Committees for
the dance, with
chairmen listed first, are programJoan Evenstad and Art Nix; publicity
—Eileen Donnan, Orville Gran, He
witt Flom, and Donna Rutkowski;
Decorations — John Dosland, Caro
lyn Leverson, Florence McMillan, and
Dolores Strode; tickets and masksKeith Enger, Pat Beatty, Clarice Lar
son, George Poole, and Rosella Zimmerman;
Cleanup — Wallace Aas, Barbara
Wagenius, David Lake, and Maynard
Wedul; games—LuBell Garber, Carol
Melby and Maylo Perhus; cokesHarvey Stewart, Delores Anderson,

getting together with a couple of
jazz experts, i found out a lot. stan
kenton has a brand new album called
"stan kenton presents ..."i listened
to the records which feature several
people like shelly manne, art pepper,
june christy, and maynard ferguson.
there's a bit of a dispute about whet
her some of it is music, but there's
no doubt about some of it.
they were telling me that kenton is
a paradox, he is not commercial, his
records are made for the music, not
the sales; but he sells like mad, even
without conforming to popular taste.

HAMBURGER
CARAMELED APPLES
LUNCHES
ICE CREAM

HOWARDS
ICE CREAM STORE
Moorhead

cOufcletuUtty cit Ct& &edt uae:

SEE

OUR

Bob Trandem

AGENTS
-

Ballard Hall

Eloise Olson and Shirley Johnson - Wheeler Hall

MAKE THE
TOBACCO GROWERS
MILDNESS TEST
YOURSELF...
YES. . . C o m p a r e C h e s t e r f i e l d w i t h t h e b r a n d y o u ' v e b e e n
smoking... Open a pack ... smell that milder Chesterfield
aroma. Prove — tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder.
Now smoke Chesterfields—they do smoke milder,
and they leave NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE.

L E A D I N G S E L L E R I N A M E R I C A S COLLEGES
Copyright 19MX LIGGETT & Mrcms TOBACCO CO.
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